
A multi-dimensional approach to FMV for clinical trial investigator budgets allows 
for the ef�cient allocation of time, funds, and resources while nurturing site relationships. 

Rave Grants Manager powers this approach with Committed, Anticipated, 
and Projected data to be applied together or separately to meet your budget needs.

Smart Budgeting and Enhanced Decision-Making
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Future-Proo�ng Budgets with Advanced Insights
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Maximizing Outcomes with Rave Grants Manager

OPTIMAL PLANNING 
AND EXECUTION
Make better �nancial decisions 
to meet your goals

BETTER SITE 
RELATIONSHIPS
Ensure fair and appropriate site 
budgets that establish trust

EFFECTIVE 
FINANCIAL ANALYSIS
Identify key drivers across committed, 
anticipated, and projected costs

FINANCIAL 
SCENARIO MODELING
Access predictive costs to understand 
future FMV and associated costs

Ensure the �nancial robustness of your clinical trials with Medidata's Rave Grants Manager. 
Offering unmatched visibility and accuracy throughout the investigator grant life cycle, it empowers 
Sponsors and CROs with data-driven tools for optimal budgeting and streamlined site negotiations.

Better Data, Better Decisions
Smart Clinical Trial Budgeting with Rave Grants Manager

I N F O G R A P H I C

Data extracted from 
executed site contracts 

Committed Data 
PAST

Predicted data based 
on the length of the study

Projected Data 
FUTURE

Committed data + 3rd party 
data sources, country ratios, 

exchange rates, in�ation 
& statistical models

Anticipated Data 
PRESENT

Medidata’s comprehensive data 
sources of different data types 
power Rave Grants Manager 
with a comprehensive volume 
of investigator grant data.
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Accuracy Starts with 
Access to the Right Data
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Re�ne the accuracy of your investigator grant budget over time by leveraging insights with 
the right data. By harnessing AI, Rave Grants Manager adeptly forecasts FMV, accounting for 

dynamic variables, to ensure both transparency and protection of your site budgets from future 
uncertainties. Its predictive capabilities go beyond traditional analysis, delivering a detailed, 

data-driven perspective on anticipated �nancial trends.


